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Names; phone numbers & email addresses;  
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The date; Seasonal greetings; Holidays; Months & seasons;
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Countries & places;
Life histories & places in life
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Meals; Everyday activities

Weekly routines & leisure-time activities; Days of the week 

Means of transport; The recent past; 
Time expressions for past time



Questions with what, where, can; 
I’m not, you’re not

Asking for & giving personal 
details

Make a class phone & email list

Introducing yourself & others Write a vocabulary exercise
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Asking how someone is;
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Guess, ask & find out who’s who
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Make a mini restaurant guide
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like/love/enjoy/prefer + 
-ing
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Meeting & saying goodbye 
to visitors
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will to express offers & spontaneous 
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Asking for prices; Giving & 
following directions
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Simple present with frequency adverbials Describing your routine Find out who does what & when

Simple past (positive, negative, questions, 
regular & irregular verbs)

Talking about the past Write crossword clues; 
Do a reading puzzle


